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Introduction:

The goal of this curriculum is to introduce students to policy in a handful of different
ways, from actual examples of policy, to understandings of leadership and power. Through
these discussions you can hope to have students come up with a variety of ideas about things
they believe to be unjust, or need change. Some areas of interest for our students were:
accountability - teachers actually enforcing the rules (ie fighting on campus), alternative to
suspension - students expressed that students who came back from suspensions/detention
had not unlearned or changed their behaviors, gender-inclusion - students wanted ways to
non-binary/trans students to not be singled out in bathroom/lockerooms, making the use of
gender-neutral less stimatizing, period products - increasing accessibility in all bathrooms,
etc. The majority of this curriculum is loosely based on a book by Scott Myers-Lipton,
“CHANGE! A Student Guide to Social Action.” Keep in mind that the age of the group may
require more or less definitional work.

Weekly Recurring Activities:

To open each meeting share a google slide with roles for students to volunteer
● Notetaker - student responsible for taking notes

○ In charge of following week recap
● Chat/Equity Monitor - student responding for upli�ing peers who contribute in the

chat
● Break Enforcers - reminds facilitators of 5 minutes break period halfway through

meeting
● Check-in question for next time
● Social Media Manager - student responsible for IG content that week (ideally 2+ things)

○ Can be for IG story, or could create things for feed in Canva (see current IG
profile for examples)

○ IE motivational content to re-share, any related events in the community,
self-care, SA, TDV related content

■ Provide them with a few places to look

General Notes to the facilitator:

● Facilitators found that the group preferred interactive, physical activities over
discussions. Finding ways to weave advocacy, and awareness events, such as
art/fundraisers/other events into the learning process and discussions is imperative.

● Students want to learn about current events, avoid talking in abstracts, and give them
actual examples when possible.
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Toolkits:
● https://plan-international.org/publications/advocacy-toolkit
● https://www.edutopia.org/discussion/teaching-advocacy-your-classroom
● https://static.globalinnovationexchange.org/s3fs-public/asset/document/game_chan

gers_yac_toolkit.pdf?QHrlUeKPp_vpvSObQ8NKwhcg0_t_huJm
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Week 1: What is Policy?

1. Define policy
a. Have students try to define policy or list words they think of when they hear the

word
b. Definition used by facilitators: a definite course or method of action selected

from among alternatives and in light of given conditions to guide and
determine present and future decisions OR a high-level overall plan embracing
the general goals and acceptable procedures especially of a governmental body

2. Personal vs social problems vs issue solution (issue is a solution to a problem)
a. The goal of this exercise is to encourage students to explore their personal

beliefs and problems through a societal lens. Encourage students to think
about their needs, like access to food, transportation, and news, and how those
can be tied to larger societal programs, like food deserts, lack of/affordability of
public transit, public access to the internet/wifi. The goal is to go from personal
problems, to societal problems, to issue solutions.

b. “We need ____” “___ is a problem” – turn those into issues
c. When we identify the issue we can then make demands and create goals.

3. General rule: No more than 3 demands/goals (concrete, measurable request). Issue
delivers concrete, positive change and is winnable in a reasonable amount of time.
Issue has a clear target.

a. Give them examples of SMART goals so they can have a reference for how to
frame their thinking

b. Short Activity: have students create SMART goals to a specific event or current
event issue. Start with this example. Facilitators research current events prior
to meeting to help students navigate an issue to choose.

Bad example: I want to be internet famous.

Better: I want to be internet famous by the
end of January.

Best: I want my account @teaclubsv to gain
1,000 more followers by March 2021.
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4. Activity: Discussion of policy ideas – Ask students to share policies they are familiar with
or assess needs of their school campus. If students draw a blank then share the
researched ideas, but really let the students brainstorm first.

5. Assignment: Reflect on what policy you’d (student) like to work on, come next week
with 1-3 specific demands/asks.

Week 2: What is Policy? Cont.

1. Present about a few relevant policies to students
a. I.e. school discrimination policy, sexual a harassment policies, etc.
b. Facilitators can create a short slide deck that breaks down the legal jargon in

policies, provides a summarized version of the polices, and how they affect
students.

c. Challenges to be aware of: too much policy talk can be heavy, students might
zone out, or have trouble following

i. Possible solutions: depending on time, integrate breaks in your
discussion, ask discussion questions a�er each policy instead of
presenting all policies at once.

2. Discussion:
a. What do you like about these policies?
b. What are the gaps?
c. How have you seen these policies affect you?
d. What other policies/changes would you like to see?

i. Come prepared with a few of your own if students struggle.

Week 3: What is Policy? Cont.

1. Provide youth with a set of policies to choose from. Give them an allotted amount of
time to read one of interest to them and then have them summarize it back to the
group.

2. As this will be the second set of policies they have reviewed, have a similar discussion
to the week prior.

a. Why did they choose the policy they chose?
b. How does it affect them? Is it being enforced?

Week 4: Leadership

1. Activity: What is leadership to you?
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a. Using a whiteboard or other interactive board, ask the group to write the
names of people they consider leaders.

b. Draw a circle. Ask students to define leadership, putting their
words/descriptions inside the circle. Why have they chosen the people they
chose? What makes them leaders?

i. Outside the circle ask students to think about non-traditional forms of
leadership

ii. Example:

c. Leadership: someone who thinks about the group and helps it function
2. Polls activity + discussion

a. Take the list of characteristics named by students and create a poll.
i. First: have students select what they think to be the most important

characteristic of a leader.
1. Depending on how many options you have, they can select their

top 1, 3, or even 5.
ii. Second: have students select characteristics they see in themselves.

3. Close out: Remind students’ that they are leaders as well, they hold leadership
qualities of people they look up to and hold power within themselves as well. Maybe
some of them hold different characteristics, but they can hone these skills and lend
their skill in any space they take up.

Week 5: Power
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1. What is power to you? – collect student answers
a. Definition: Power is the ability to accomplish what you want to get done

2. Video: https://youtu.be/_dzaM0fCqsg
a. This video focuses on the power of advocacy. It can be shown at a later week

and combined with a current event to have a short discussion about the power
of advocacy. Current events at the time of this video were sexual assault
accusations at a nearby high school, students led a protest in support of
survivors from the campus and listed demands for the school. (Important to
note this video and discussion do not have to be done at the same time.
Facilitator should determine whether it is an activity to do together or separate
depending on the amount of information students can absorb  at one time.)

3. Video:How to understand power - Eric Liu - YouTube
4. Three types of power

a. Power over: individual, organization, or state uses its power to limit or expand
rights or resources

b. Power with: groups work together where decisions are collectively made
c. Power for: when an individual or organization advocates on behalf of a person

5. Small Group Activity:
a. How do you feel about power? When do you feel most powerful?
b. What type of power do you think will work best with the policy ideas previously

discussed?
6. Assignment: Reflect on a group you are a part of/observe/are aware of, how does their

power work?

Week 6: Policy change in action

Background: Facilitators noticed students needed more real-life examples of policy change,
being done for students by students.

1. Research organizations in your area that are going through a period of change. Ideally
it will either be student led, or to the benefit of students in some way.

2. Once you have your speaker(s) set, invite them to present and discuss with your
students, prep the students to bring questions beforehand.

a. Ie: Facilitators had Haleema from Alliance for Girls come talk about their social
change model and how it influenced the #NotOneMoreGirl Bart campaign in
Oakland.

Week 7: Policy change in action cont.
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1. Debrief on previous speaker
a. How did it make students feel?
b. What stood out?
c. Any new ideas that have come to them about policies they want to change?

2. Bring in other new/current events - Facilitators chose SB 435 because the group had
been asked for a statement about the bill.

a. This was an immediate way, a�er seeing a real life example, to use their voices
for influence. Demonstrating that their voice matters.

*NOTE: If you want to bring in more than one speaker you can repeat weeks 6 and 7 as
needed.

Week 7: Policy change in action cont.

1. Current Event tie in
a. Using a current event from a neighboring high school, facilitators showed

students a news report that summarized the incident. Video was helpful
because it touched upon school policy change.

i. Los Gatos High School News Report
1. Trigger warning: in some parts of the first clip and second clip

survivors share parts of their story. We skipped over these parts
of the video and just focused on sharing discussion around
policy by the news reporter, but provided students with the link
to the video if they voluntarily wanted to watch it.

2. Public comment (Activity derived from Alliance for Girls content)
a. Use current events and other made up advocacy pieces to get students to

practice a public moment.
i. Advocating for all gender sports

ii. Advocating for late start at school
iii. Advocating for Fridays off
iv. Advocating for a better reporting method of assault on school campuses

b. Preparing For Public Comment (From The Women’s Policy Institute):

Students select a topic from the options provided above (or your own

additions) and go off to work with the outline below to develop their

statement.
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i. The purpose of public comment is to provide your input to the City

Council–your insights, knowledge, and experiences. Each person’s

remarks should last no more than 2-3 minutes (depending on the time

allowed during the meeting, there will be a timer that will count down).

ii. You can use the following format:

1. State who you are (include your name and possibly title,

organization/school, who you represent)

a. Good A�ernoon, my name is _____ a student at _______

and member of TEA Club (Teens Ending Abuse on my

school campus)

2. State the item you are speaking about (resolution name and

number if appropriate)

a. Today I am speaking in support of SB #123 which

___________.

3. State the action you are advocating for (ex: “I urge the City

Council to adopt these recommendations”)

a. I urge the city council to adopt the recommendations

listed under SB #123 because…

4. Provide supporting points for the action you are advocating.

This is where to spend the bulk of your speaking time. You could

include

a. a description of the problem, the need, and/or the

constituency (who would benefit?)

b. a story (professional or personal experience)

c. information the City Council may not know/have access

to (data points)

d. any other information that you think is important.
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i. Reasons this would be beneficial or why you

support it.

b. Briefly thank the City Council and remind them of the

action you are advocating for.

e. Again I am advocating for SB #123 to ______. Thank you

for your time

c. Have students report back with their statement and practice making public

comments in front of the group. If the groups is particularly large, split up into

smaller groups

Week 8: Wrap-Up

1. Closing discussion

a. Ask students to each bring up something they learned/was of interest to them

from the previous 7 weeks. Use their answers to guide thoughts of the future,

how they would like to use what they learned to make a difference. The goal of

this discussion is to use what they’ve learned to unlock new ideas.

b. Take any new ideas, and ideas from previous lessons and create a poll. Have

students rank the ideas from where they are most passionate to least

passionate.

2. Congrats! You now finished educating your students on policy change. Plus, you have a

list of potential policy change ideas, ranked by your students. You can now work with

the students to campaign for these changes, write policy, and make positive change!

______________________________________________________________________
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Authors note: The topics below can be added as a facilitator desires based on necessity. Each
topic below dives deeper into other aspects of campaigning for policy change.

Issue Development Cont.

1. Define target: lowest ranking person who can meet your demands
a. What are stakeholders?

i. a stakeholder is a person, group, or organization involved in or affected
by a course of action

b. Who are our stakeholders? - ask students
i. City Council, School Board (allow students to do their own research

because it allows them to have a vested interest)
c. Changing Policies in Schools information

2. Define frame: Expresses the values of your group as well as connects to the shared
values of future allies/public (ie. Fairness, and self-sufficiency = increasing minimum
wage)

3. Activity: In small groups
a. What are your demands?
b. Why are you passionate about these demands?
c. Who is the target? Who are you going to need to convince to get this passed?
d. How will this be a positive change?
e. What is the best “frame” for your issue?

Assignment: Talk to at least 2 people in your community (at least one needs to NOT be family)
(ie teachers, students). Ask them if your issue is interesting to them, if they agree with the
demands, has the issue impacted them?

Recruitment

1. How to get “power”. Think of this group as the organizing committee. You will want to
recruit support/allies to your cause. Teachers and parents may directly join the group,
or perhaps you will recruit them to an educational presentation and then state your
case. Students will be recruited as well, to join the group. They will participate in the
educational portion as well as be able to participate in any campaigns you want to run
before officially joining the organization team. The more people we have, the more
people we can reach, the more support we will garner.

2. Recruitment strategy Activity:
a. Where/How do we want to recruit?
b. Who is going to handle flyers? Social media?
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c. How/Where can we host recruitment events? How can we get people to show
up?

d. How do we want our recruited members to participate?
3. Activity: Develop an organizational rap: a 1-2 minute “presentation” that explains the

issue, and entices people to join the group or participate in an event. This can be
thought of as an elevator pitch as well.

a. Students split into two groups to create, present and then vote on the best rap
i. Who you are and what your group is doing

ii. A question about your issues that raises interest
iii. Statement of past accomplishments (if possible)
iv. Information about the issue to educate
v. Solution

vi. Our ask
vii. Contact Info

Assignment: Start to think about what role you’d like to have in the group? Is recruitment a
good fit? Something else?

Begin Research:

1. Overview of policies relevant to the students
2. Create a research committee (at least 3 people in each, or break whole group into 3

groups depending on group membership numbers)
i. Group 1: Historical research

ii. Group 2: Target Analysis
iii. Group 3: Power Mapping

Strategy

1. Provide students with a talking to council members handout.
2. Define different strategies for getting your ideas out there

a. Legislation or Policy
i. Work with the individuals and committees that oversee that policy and

make a request for change based on facts, evidence, and research
b. Alliance Building

i. Used if you need more power to win. Group builds relationships and
works with other groups to get the job done.

1. Grassroots: many leaders and support from those experience the
issues
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2. Grasstops: one strong leader and draws support from connects
with other powerful people

c. Media + PR
i. Engage press to get the message out and educate the public

d. Target Meeting
i. Direct negotiation with the target, obtain meeting and appeal.

3. Activity: Small Group: Group should choose 2-5 strategies
a. Does your research provide insights?
b. What are the strengths/weaknesses of each strategy?
c. Explain the way you will implement each strategy chosen.

i. Who will be responsible for each part of the plan?

If you or someone you know is experiencing violence, call the YWCA 24/7 support line:
1-800-572-2782 or visit our website at www.yourywca.org.
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Connect with us!
Facebook

Twitter
Phone: (408) 295-4011

Instagram: @yourywca @teaclubsv

YWCA Golden Gate Silicon Valley
375 South Third St.
San Jose, CA. 95112
www.yourywca.org
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